Abstract-A solution for driver monitoring and event detection based on 3-D information from a range camera is presented. The system combines 2-D and 3-D techniques to provide head pose estimation and regions-ofinterest identification. Based on the captured cloud of 3-D points from the sensor and analyzing the 2-D projection, the points corresponding to the head are determined and extracted for further analysis. Later, head pose estimation with three degrees of freedom (Euler angles) is estimated based on the iterative closest points algorithm. Finally, relevant regions of the face are identified and used for further analysis, e.g., event detection and behavior analysis. The resulting application is a 3-D driver monitoring system based on low-cost sensors. It represents an interesting tool for human factor research studies, allowing automatic study of specific factors and the detection of special event related to the driver, e.g., driver drowsiness, inattention, or head pose.
I. INTRODUCTION
Driver monitoring is crucial in human factors. It is important to monitor the driver to understand his needs, behavior, or errors. There are already available on the market technologies able to provide automatic driver monitoring, but the costs of the sensors used are high, and many of them require external and invasive devices, which may interfere with the driving process. Modern applications, based on computer vision, take advantage of the development of information technologies and computing capacities to create applications that are capable of monitoring the driver by noninvasive methods, although limitations inherent to the sensing technology are present, e.g., lack of depth information or light-dependent conditions. New technologies such as stereo and time-of-flight cameras are able to overcome some of these difficulties. Specifically, recent gaming sensors such as the Kinect from Microsoft are providing a new set of previously expensive sensors integrated in a low-cost device that can provide 3-D information together with some additional features.
The proposed solution monitors the driver based on the fusion of data from the Kinect sensors, i.e., depth information, color image, microphone, and infrared (IR) information. The fusion of this information from the different sources allows the combination of 2-D and 3-D algorithms to provide reliable face detection, accurate pose estimation, and trustable identification of facial features, such as eyes and nose. In order to determine the reliability of the orientation algorithm, tests were performed for the head pose orientation algorithm with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) attached to the head of the test subjects. The inertial measurements provided by the IMU were used as a ground truth for three degrees of freedom (3DoF) tests (yaw, pitch, and roll). Finally, tests results were compared with those available in the literature to check the performance that the algorithm presented. Taking note that the Kinect sensor is a sensor specifically designed for indoor use, limitations thus arise when performing monitoring under real driving conditions. They will be discussed in this proposal. However, the algorithm presented is applicable to any point-cloudbased sensor (e.g., stereo cameras, time-of-flight cameras, and laser scanners) more expensive, but less sensitive to these limitations.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Techniques used to monitor the driver can be divided according to the sensing device used. There are three well-defined sensor sets.
The first set of sensors is biomedical sensing technologies, based on the measurements of biomedical signals. Although more robust due to the measurement of the direct input signal from the driver, they require intrusive methods [1] , [2] . These intrusive methods can lead to important drawbacks such as a change of the behavior of the driver or lacks of comfort that make them not suitable for real applications.
The second set of sensors used for monitoring the driver are onboard sensors, which are mounted inside the vehicle and analyze the behavior of the driver by recording the retrieved information from the controller area network bus [3] , [4] . The availability of this information makes them useful for commercial applications, although the dependence on the manufacturer and the need of arduous training processes make them strongly dependent on the available signals.
Finally, computer-vision-based sensors are an interesting tool for driver monitoring, which are acquiring high importance in recent times. The nonintrusive acquisition method is an important advantage, allowing driver monitoring with no disturbances or inconveniences in the driving process. In addition, the high information available on the images can be used to infer the state and the behavior of the driver. On the other hand, the difficulties inherent to computer vision algorithms should be addressed. The diverse cameras available require different applications that take advantage of the technologies of each device.
Standard color cameras can be used during daylight conditions and can use general computer vision algorithms, taking advantage of color information. In [5] , the Viola-Jones face detection algorithm is used; later, condensation algorithms are used for tracking the eye state with detection based on a Gabor filter. To detect drowsiness in the driver, support vector machines are used for open/close detection, and percentage of closed eye (PERCLOSE) is used to identify the state of the driver. In [6] , by using two cameras, rapid 3-D face modeling is performed using frontal and profile face information for accurate 2-D pose synthesis. In [7] , feature extraction from the camera is used together with several parameters [i.e., percentage of eye closure over pupil over time, quantity of eyed closed over time (Microsleep), and the current car position] to monitor the driver. More focused on head pose estimation, the work in [8] provides 3-D tracking based on monocular localized gradient orientation histograms and support vector regressors. The work in [9] provides eye detection and head pose estimation; the latest is based on matching of specific features (eye distance) with a model and tracking the movement using optical 1524-9050 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. flow. Other approaches take advantage of the specific features of the IR cameras, on which, due to the specific illumination condition, the pupil can be easily detected; thus, the detection of the eyes is easier [10] , [11] . Finally, stereo systems are very useful because they provide 3-D information, but with the disadvantage of the high processing requirements [12] ; some of the available commercial systems include these stereo systems [13] , [14] . Face detection and head pose estimation is not only limited to the field of intelligent transport systems. The work in [15] provides a complete survey of the topic, providing full information of the results and categorizing the different available schemes according to the technique used for head pose estimation: appearance template methods [16] , detector array methods [17] , nonlinear regression methods [18] , [19] , manifold embedding methods [20] , [21] , flexible model methods [22] , geometric methods [23] , tracking methods [24] , [25] , and hybrid methods [20] , [25] , [26] . Some of results summarized in [15] are used to compare with this work, as it is depicted in the test section.
Few of these works take depth information into account due to hardware restrictions, price of the devices, or strong processing requirements. With the release of the Kinect, it is possible to obtain color images together with 3-D data and much more information based on an extremely low-cost sensor. Some authors have already tried to take advantage of the new possibilities that the Kinect offers: in [27] , Fanelli et al. were able to discriminate in real time between the body and the head and to provide head pose estimation based on discriminative random regression forest (DRRF). Due to the fast DRRF approach, detection is done in 25 ms mean time; thus, real time is achieved. Finally, in [28] , Kondori et al. used pixel-to-pixel least square approach; this solution is announced as real time (up to 40 ms), but no code or numerical results for the head pose estimation are provided.
In this paper, a novel point-cloud-based algorithm for head pose estimation is presented. It enhances the classical vision detection with depth information, allowing the use of accurate point clouds in order to provide precise results in real time.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The application presented in this paper is included in the project IVVI 2.0. It is the second research platform of the Intelligent Systems Laboratory. The vehicle is a commercial vehicle equipped with several sensors to test and develop different technologies to assist the driver (see Fig. 1 ).
Kinect is one of the sensors available in the platform, and it was attached to the dashboard, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The location of the Kinect sensor was carefully chosen according to some important constraints.
-Minimal distance required for Kinect range detection (0.5 m).
-Not to interfere with the driver's field of view; thus, the lowest possible location was selected to avoid this issue. -Finally, interferences and blocks of the range signal due to the steering wheel maneuvering should be avoided (e.g., the hand of the driver blocks the line of sight). To avoid this, a compromise with the aforementioned field of view had to be found. In addition, the rotation of the sensor was also carefully selected to avoid this problem.
Other locations of the sensor were discarded since they did not fulfill these constraints. Fig. 2 shows the diagram that gives an overall idea of the application. The proposed solution provides an advanced system able to detect the driver, estimate the movement of the face, detect the movement angles, and identify relevant regions of the face for further analysis. The algorithm starts by capturing the cloud of points from the Kinect sensor and applying a distance filter to remove the background. Later, a color image is built from the cloud, where a face will be searched for by applying a fast 2-D-based algorithm. Once the face is detected, a point cloud obtained from the original is created, only with the points corresponding to the face. The algorithm is constantly computing the head pose by comparing the actual point cloud with the first detected. The rotation matrix is obtained and, therefore, the Euler angles (3DoF) corresponding to the rotation between the two clouds (original and currently captured). Finally, the regions of interest for human factors are searched on the actual face, i.e., eyes and nose.
A. Face Detection and Segmentation
The cloud of points retrieved from the Kinect sensor is filtered in order to reduce the points to analyze, thus reducing the search space and the processing cost of further algorithms. With the restrictions of space in the vehicles' cockpit, it is possible to model the environment and1 take restrictions into account, such as the driver's distance to the sensor.
Once the cloud is filtered, a color image is obtained from it by projecting the points to the 2-D world and extracting the information of the three channels [red, green, and blue (RGB)]. As a result, a 2-D representation of the cloud (or color image) is obtained, and the driver's face is searched using the Viola-Jones algorithm [29] .
With the face detected, the next step is to build a cloud with the corresponding points of the face. This is done by extracting only the points that correspond to the rectangle that contains the detected face (see Fig. 3 ). Because both the cloud and the color image have the same dimensions and are calibrated to match their center and borders (the corners of the image match the corners of the cloud), the position of the pixel of the image has an associated point in the cloud, and the cloud of the face is built. The obtained cloud is then cropped by 15% from each side (top and bottom of the rectangle) in order to focus on the space of the head that allows the estimation of head pose. By cropping the rectangle, irrelevant information that may lead to misinterpretations is eliminated, i.e., hair at the top and upper torso or neck at the bottom. The former can affect the cloud due to the inaccuracy of the depth sensor that may capture the points at one moment but ignore them in the next. The latter represent parts of the body that do not rotate with the head; thus, they should be removed for the head pose estimation.
The capturing process has an important role at the beginning of the algorithm, since once a face is detected, the cloud obtained is used as a reference for the comparison with the rest of the next-tobe-found clouds. Thus, calculated rotation will use this original pose as a reference. Cropping is also applied to the reference cloud. 
B. Identify the Rotation
Because computational time is paramount, the amount of points is reduced with a voxel filter (see Fig. 4 ). This will remove the points from the cloud in a determined space and replace them with one point only (its centroid). Filtering is applied to both the reference and the current cloud. It is important to determine the optimal value of the parameter of the voxel filter. If the parameter is too low, then the amount of points will be large, and the computational time reduction will not be appreciated. Too high and too few points will be available for the next algorithms, thus compromising the accuracy of the whole solution.
The point p of the obtained cloud from the voxel filter is defined by (1) , where N is the parameter that determines the size of the region to be considered when replacing it for a single point, i.e.,
Once the reference and the current cloud are properly processed, the iterative closest points (ICP) algorithm is applied. This algorithm compares the two clouds and delivers the transformation matrix, which is composed of the rotation matrix and the translation vector. It does this by minimizing the sum of the square error of the distance between points. The steps the algorithm performs are given here. 1) Associate the points according to the nearest neighbor criterion (2) . The closest points between the two point clouds are associated in order to allow the later comparison, i.e.,
where the point of the model cloud is p 1 , and p 2 is the point of the cloud to be compared. 2) The transformation parameters rotation and translation are calculated between the two clouds using the minimum square, i.e.,
Thus, transformation parameters applied to the latest point cloud are obtained for the later comparison.
3) The previous parameters are applied to the cloud to be evaluated, i.e.,
where T is defined as the translation vector
for the three axes for the cloud, and R is defined as the rotation matrix obtained from the multiplication of the three rotation matrices for each axis R1 (5), R2 (6), and R3 (7) in Z, Y , and X, respectively, i.e., 
4) The fitness error is calculated between the target cloud with the parameters applied and the model cloud. 5) Steps 1-4 are repeated until the fitness error in (8) is lower than the minimum error specified or the number of iterations reaches its maximum previously specified, i.e.,
In (8), N stands for the number of points of the clouds, and m i is the point of the model cloud. f represents the fitness error derived from (2)-(4), i.e., the minimum square comparison between the first face model retrieved by the sensor, i.e., m i , and the last, i.e., t i . The rotation and translation parameters are represented by the transformation matrix Mt. The ICP algorithm is applied in order to obtain the transformation matrix Mt determining the new coordinates of the target cloud, as shown in (4), corresponding to the rotation and translation of the original matrix.
From ICP, the matrix Mt (3 × 3) is obtained. It is from this matrix from where the Euler's rotation angles are obtained according to (9)- (11) . The translation vector effect is eliminated by using the centroid of the point of clouds corresponding to the face obtained, i.e.,
where Δθ, Δδ, and Δϕ are the rotation angles for pitch, roll, and yaw, respectively. ICP needs to be properly configured in order to deliver reliable results. After a variety of tests, it was observed that the slight variations of the Viola-Jones algorithm when delivering the rectangle containing the face (therefore the cloud of points of the face) significantly altered the results obtained between measurements. In order to avoid these errors, a constant size is determined for the two clouds to be analyzed by ICP.
Finally, as the last part of the algorithm, the eyes and the nose are searched inside the area defined as face, based on physical constraints and Haar-like features. These facial features combined with the use of different techniques such as PERCLOSE analysis or gaze orientation according to the pupils are suitable for further human factors and driver behavior analysis.
IV. RESULTS
In order to determine the reliability of the algorithm, a series of different tests was conducted with a total of 32 people, performing movement in the three axis: lateral movements (left to right), vertical movements (up and down), and roll movements (see Fig. 5 ). An IMU was attached to the back of the head of the test subjects for ground truth measurements.
The database created for the tests is available in [30] . It is composed of both 2-D and 3-D information from the Kinect sensor, as well as the IMU data for ground truth. The data set is composed of 32 subjects performing movements in all the angles measured (see Fig. 5 ). Three sets of movements were recorded for each subject: The first set was recorded in a controlled scenario (laboratory indoor) under artificial light, the second set was recorded inside the vehicle, with natural light, and both the first and second sets involved prearranged movements. A final set involved 30 s of driving movements (free movements). The prearranged movements performed by each subject in the first and second sets consisted of three consecutive movements: lateral movement (left-right), vertical (updown), and roll movement of the head. Every subject repeated these movements three times (i.e., three recordings per set).
Overall results are shown in Table I , where it depicts the mean absolute error (MAE). Figs. 6-8 represent results corresponding to one of the tests performed. The system was tested under different lighting conditions (i.e., every subject performed the test movements under natural light conditions during in-vehicle tests and artificial light in the laboratory). Errors due to light conditions were removed from the database.
The performance of the algorithm running on a PC Intel core i7 is up to 10 frames/s. Due to the continuity of the sequences, each movement contained more than 30 frames in order to allow statistical significance of the measurements. The experiments mainly focused (but not only) on yaw and pitch as these are the two main rotation angles that the driver performs. For example, yaw could be used to determine if a driver was distracted or not at a given time. Pitch could be used as a part of drowsiness detection, combined with other techniques such as the PERCLOS analysis of the driver (see Fig. 9 ).
As shown in Figs. 6-8, the system was able to track the movement of the head for its three angles that describe the rotation angles during the movements performed by the test subject with a very limited error.
As shown in Table I and Figs. 6-8, the face pose estimation algorithm was able to determine with success the position of the head, with error rates always better than 4
• . Comparison of results provided by [15] shows a compendium of 38 different works with results regarding fine pose estimation. The work presented here provides considerably better results (in terms of MAE) than 33 of them (approximately 87%) and very similar to the other 5. Furthermore, the results shown in this paper are similar to other more recent approaches [8] , [9] . Although a comparison of overall results is statistically insignificant, due to the diversity of the databases used, it is proved that the performance of the system, based on a low-cost sensor, is close to other stateof-the-art systems, even with the lack of a tracking stage that would allow smoother error rates. To allow real and statistically significant comparison of results, and to check future improvements on the algorithm, the Intelligent Systems Laboratory [30] provides on its web page the database.
It can also be remarked that the present work represents a step forward in head pose estimation based on low-cost sensors, in relation to previous works, such as those proposed in [27] and [28] . The work in [27] provides fast and trustable face detection with head pose estimation, but the mean errors presented in the angle estimations are far from the results obtained with the present approach. In [28] , on the other hand, the least square approach based on pixel-to-pixel comparison is more time-consuming. Furthermore, no face detection is performed, and results are not provided. The present work provides accurate results with low processing time.
During the development of the aforementioned tests, it could be proved that although the Kinect device was designed for analyzing objects of the size of a human body, it delivered good results for head pose estimation. Another advantage obtained from this system is the possibility of the reduction of false positives when detecting faces inside the RGB image. Due to a simple mask applied to the 2-D image, based on the distance discrimination from the depth information, the resulting image would deliver a much reduced search space for the face, therefore eliminating false candidates that have geometrical and chromatic similarities with a face.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
With the described solution, the orientation of the head was determined with the ICP algorithm. This was possible due to the collaboration between the analysis in 2-D from the image and the corresponding 3-D point in the cloud. In addition, the algorithm is able to locate relevant regions of the face, such as eyes and nose. The evidence provided proved the performance of the algorithm with accurate results. All these advances were implemented in a extreme low-cost sensor (Kinect) with a cost of around $100, considerably lower than other 3-D sensors available, which involves expenses of thousands of dollars, such as time-of-flight cameras or stereo vision systems.
It is also important to notice that the technology used showed high performances with a very limited cost, although it presents some limitations that should be mentioned. Since Kinect was designed for indoor applications, its usability for outdoor applications is limited; specifically, it is very sensitive to strong illumination [see Fig. 10(c) and (d)]. This strong illumination appeared when intense sunlight beams directly hit the face of the driver. However, sunlight sensitivity is a common issue in most of video-based systems. In these specific situations, the depth information is lost, but color camera is still available; thus, it can be used for driver monitoring, as shown in [5] . On the other hand, although this is a limitation of the sensing device to take into account, the system performance was highly reliable under other conditions, i.e., not extremely strong illumination during daylight conditions, nightlight conditions, or indoor. This makes this algorithm suitable to a wide variety of applications, some of which are automatic human factor measurements for vehicles where the system would be able to be included in a test vehicle working under the appropriate weather conditions or in all circumstances inside a driving simulator. Another application where the system performance would be secured is night-fatigue monitoring. Finally, it should be remarked that, although the algorithm was designed and tested on the Kinect sensor, its usability is not limited to this sensor. It can easily be adapted to be used with any point-cloud-based sensor (e.g., time-offlight cameras and stereo cameras).
Future work lines will focus on the analysis of the eyes, more specifically, the amount of time they are closed in order to determine if the driver is falling asleep. This information together with other important information for driver monition, such as eye gaze, will be combined with the presented head pose estimation to provide a full driver monitoring system.
